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How to Get in Touch with Your Intuition Using Human Design 

 

"Depend more upon the intuitive forces from within and not harken so much to that of 

outside influences--but learn to listen to that still small voice from within." 

 

Edgar Cayce reading 239-1 

Part 1: Centers 

Intuition or what some have called being psychic has a rich history that dates to the Oracles of 

Delphi and maybe even earlier than that. Through the years and with many distillations this so-

called 6th sense has delighted, thrilled, and left many dumbfounded. There are always questions 

about how people seemingly predict events that they shouldn’t be able to predict.  

One spookily accurate predictor of future events is the long running animated series “The 

Simpsons” that has correctly predicted more than a few future events, including the presidency 

of Donald Trump that Groening felt was one of his most far-reaching predictions. And the 

question might be why is it that some people seem to know things that others don’t? And more 

importantly can you step into the realm of intuition and discover secrets that may help you along 

your way? 

Before we delve into the traits and maybe even markers that people have that make them 

more capable of tapping into other realms or information, those characteristics that seem divinely 

inspired, we first need to understand what intuition is, and how it is considered a little different 

from being psychic. 

Intuition is unique to humans since we can separate it from the instincts of animals. Intuition, 

also known as a gut feeling or a hunch, is information that is given to us without consciously 

trying to access the information. Intuition comes from the unconscious mind that rapidly sorts 

through past experiences and cumulative knowledge and comes up with an insight that can 

predict or give insight into a situation that you are experiencing.  

“Often referred to as “gut feelings,” intuition tends to arise holistically and quickly, without 

awareness of the underlying mental processing of information. Scientists have repeatedly 

demonstrated how information can register on the brain without conscious awareness and 

positively influence decision-making and other behavior.” https://www.psychologytoday.com 

http://www.psychologytoday.com/us/basics/decision-making
https://www.psychologytoday.com/
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Although many times the words are interchanged many consider being psychic a much more 

mystical process where people are said to have extra-sensory perception. The term psychic was 

first used by parapsychologist JB Rhine to denote paranormal abilities such as telepathy, 

clairvoyance, precognition as well as clairaudience.  

Clairvoyance: Sometimes called remote viewing, clairvoyance is the paranormal visual 

acquisition of knowledge about a contemporary object, situation, or event. 

Precognition: Clairvoyant-like knowledge of future events, objects, or situations. Perception 

of the past is known as "retrocognition." 

Telepathy: The paranormal acquisition of information concerning the thoughts, feelings, or 

activity of another person. Telepathy differs from clairvoyance in that the information comes 

from the mind of another person. 

Clairaudience: The paranormal auditory acquisition of knowledge; clairaudience often 

occurs in conjunction with clairvoyance. This is the ability to perceive sounds or words and 

extrasensory noise from sources broadcasting from the spiritual or ethereal realm. These tones 

exist beyond the reach of rational human experience and beyond the limitations of ordinary space 

and time. For example: 

- sounds made by a person’s body; 

- sounds made by living things; 

- sounds made by nature; 

- sounds made by man-made things; 

- sounds made by interactions of the above; and  

- ethereal sounds like voices of the dead, specters, or mystic music. 

http://www.okinhealth.com 

The concept of ESP, or extra-sensory perception has been a part of many cultures throughout 

history. There are a multitude of stories of precognition or the ability to see the future that feature 

prominently in the history of the Scottish Celts, Native Americans, the Māori of New Zealand 

and the Sami in Scandinavia to name a few. But no history or some say myths, are richer than 

that of the famous of the Oracles of Delphi.  

Located in Greece the ruins of the Temple of Apollo, considered the god of music, harmony, 

and light, was where the Oracle of Delphi legend began. Based on the ancient writings of many 

http://www.okinhealth.com/articles/10-clairsenses-intuition-emily-matweow#:~:text=CLAIRSALIENCE%20-%20INTUITIVE%20SMELL%20Clairsalience%2C%20also%20known%20as,beyond%20the%20limitations%20of%20ordinary%20time%20and%20space.
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including Plutarch a priest who worked in the temple, older women free from ill repute were 

chosen to become The Pythia or a High priestess of the Temple of Apollo at Delphi, served as 

oracles. They were also known as the Oracles of Delphi.  

A tripod was built over a chasm where the oracle would sit and inhale vapours of what has 

been surmised to have been natural forms of an anesthetic ethylene as well as ethane. After the 

Pythia inhaled the vapour, they would go into a trance state and were said to commune with 

Apollo to receive the oracular messages.  These messages were interpreted by priests as 

prophecies or predictions and were then delivered to the visitor who had come for a prophetic 

message. 

 

This process of inducing an altered state is a familiar method to get in touch with your 

intuition or to have a psychic download. The use of Ayahuasca to heal the body, soul, and mind 

and maybe even to reach for enlightenment is a common practice even today. But could there be 

another way for everyone to attain knowledge that feels inaccessible or believed to be only for 

some?  

It’s clear that Human Design is a valuable tool that connects you with the inner you and 

allows you to see things about yourself that you never knew existed. It says that you alone carry 

the secrets to your life and trajectory forward, yet the study of Human Design can be vast and 

time consuming and not everyone has the time to invest. Yet everyone deserves a leg up on how 

to get the best and most fulfilled life, to see what only you’re meant to see, to know what’s 

important for you to know. So, that’s why today we will discuss some key markers that might 

point a finger at where your intuition or even psychic abilities that might be hiding in plain view 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Oracle
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and open one more door to the secret of you. To get the most out of this information make sure 

that you have a free copy of your Human Design bodygraph. You can get a copy from a 

multitude of places here are a few places:  

humandesignamerica.com 

http://jovianarchive.com/ 

geneticmatrix.com 

 

In Human Design we talk about awareness and awareness centers so that is a great place to 

begin. In Human Design there are three potential fields or centers of awareness that have the 

capacity to guide you through your life and can give some level of cognizance to become aware 

of things. Awareness is an aspect of consciousness unique to all life forms. In humans it comes 

in 3 ways, physical survival awareness or instinct, emotional awareness, and mental awareness. 

The 3 awareness centers are the Spleen, Ajna, and the Solar Plexus. The Spleen is raw instinct 

and connects with your very survival, the Ajna, talks about beliefs about the world and lastly the 

Solar Plexus is our emotional awareness and connection to spirit.  

When we talk about the Spleen, we’re talking about body consciousness that manifests as 

taste, intuition, and instinct. This is considered awareness in the Now, or an immediate hit that 

gives you information.  

The Ajna is mind consciousness and is the mental field of awareness that embodies, sensing, 

knowing, and understanding. The awareness of the Ajna is over all time or a lifetime of 

awareness that never stops evolving. 

 Lastly is spirit consciousness that occurs in the Solar plexus or emotional center and is about 

feeling, emoting and sensitivity this type of awareness is related to the emotional waves of the 

Solar Plexus. This is awareness that comes over time with the rise and fall of our emotional 

waves. The theory is that our Spleen is the most reliable form of intuition, and the Solar Plexus is 

the most unreliable and underdeveloped. The Solar plexus is where it is said that in 2027 a 

mutation will occur that will shift the potential of this awareness and open the possibility of 

connecting spiritually in a way that wasn’t possible before. 

It's important to keep in mind that all awareness centers come with built in anxiety (Ajna), 

fear (Spleen) and nervousness (Solar Plexus) which means that sometimes when you have 

intuitive downloads you might feel a little anxious too. When you recognize that those types of 

http://humandesignamerica.com/
http://jovianarchive.com/
http://geneticmatrix.com/
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feelings can be a normal part of intuition then instead of thinking that something “bad” is going 

to happen you work to understand how your intuition operates for you. When you are cognizant 

of how your intuition works and how it makes you feel, then eventually it becomes easier to 

“read” your own internal cues. You are unique and how you experience your intuition can be 

vastly different from others, there is no one size that fits all and that’s okay. 

  

Let’s begin with the Spleen. This is considered a center connected with intuition, immune 

energy, or health, time, and an internal knowing.  

There are 2 ways that the spleen can present itself in human design, open or undefined or closed 

or defined. 
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When we talk about a defined Spleen it means that there is a complete channel or 2 gates that 

connect one center to another. When it is defined it will always show up as brown in the human 

design chart.  A defined Spleen means that you might have a more fixed way of experiencing 

Splenic intuition that is more recognizable. 

 Alternatively, an undefined Spleen means that the Spleen is not connected to another center 

by a complete channel, so there can be what’s called defined gates, or hanging gates but none of 

them that make it to another center. This will always show up as being a white triangle in a 

bodygraph. While anyone with a defined or undefined spleen can experience their defined gates, 

there are a few subtle differences in how the energy works.  

 

The nature of any open center in Human Design is that the energy of that center is more fluid 

and not fixed and is dependent on the aura of the people around you. The theory is that people 
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with undefined centers absorb the energy from those around them, but not only do they absorb 

the energy, but they amplify it as well.  

In the case of the Spleen there can be an amplification of the awareness and intuitions that are 

defined in the Spleen, or the areas that are colored black, red or black and red. Any open center is 

like a valve that is closed and when you meet someone with a specific energy then your valve 

gets open and your center “fills up”, but there is also a “drain” in that center where the absorbed 

energy slowly goes away. 

When you have an undefined Spleen, you may not feel as if you are intuitive because your 

energy isn’t fixed and always available so your intuitive “hits” can come and go.  

And because of the nature of the Spleen, where it gives you one “message” only connecting 

with how you receive your intuition is key in reading the signs that your body is giving you. 

When we move through the intuition of the specific gates then you might discover some cues 

that can show you when your intuition is “speaking” to you. 

 Another dimension of Splenic energy is connected to your health awareness and immunity 

which means that when you have an undefined Spleen you may not be able to always connect 

with your health and might even absorb the energy of others and feel as if their health is your 

health. This is called being medically intuitive which can be an intuitive gift that comes with an 

undefined Spleen. Edgar Cayce a famous medical intuitive and healer who was called the 

“Sleeping Prophet” and was said to be able to heal people at a distance had a completely open or 

undefined Spleen. There is a theory that people with an undefined spleen and a hanging Gate 44 

can smell illness. 
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In Human Design the mind consists of the Head Center and the Ajna. The Head center 

provides the fuel, and the Ajna makes sense of it. So, the Head center provides the inspiration, 

and the Ajna speaks about possibility. The intuition from the mind can be where we have 

downloads or the fuel for the intuition comes as inspiration that the Ajna needs to make sense of. 

That means that the intuition in this area is something that can take time to figure out or it can 

take time to gain awareness and clarity about what a download really means to you. It is believed 

that the Head Gates, 63,64 and 61 are connections to alternate realms or even super-

consciousness, or collective consciousness. 

As mentioned before, the intuition of the Solar Plexus is undeveloped, but as we move into 

2027 and beyond there is potential for our intuition to blossom in that center. For now, though 

we can say that there is one type of intuition that can be quite pronounced in this center and that 

is being empathic.  

In Human Design a marker of a true empath is when you have an undefined Solar Plexus 

because quite literally you can feel into, and even absorb the emotions of those around you. This 

absorption of energy can result in you being sensitive and sometimes even overwhelmed in 

public places since you can be inundated by a tremendous amount of emotional energy. Some 
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people with an undefined Solar Plexus have said that they can even absorb the emotional energy 

of others to the point that someone who is emotionally defined can become calm even when they 

feel emotionally charged. 

As with all undefined centers, the energy is transient. If you feel as if you have absorbed too 

much emotional energy lying down for about 20-30 minutes or whatever feels right for you can 

help to release the energy. 

Any open or undefined center can give you added insight into the energy of that center since it 

is considered a place where you can find wisdom in what the energy means to you. The gates 

that are defined on any open center can give you more clarity on how you receive your intuition. 

One more center of special note is the G/Identity center. This center is where the theoretical 

Magnetic Monopole is said to reside or is found on the Gate 2. This is where you find your 

direction in life or the specific trajectory of your life. The Magnetic Monopole guides you or 

even keeps you on track on the path of your Life Purpose.  

If you have an undefined G/Identity center, it is believed that you are a mirror to others and 

can reflect their identity back to them. It also means that you can sample the identity of others 

and see beneath the veneer. So, if someone is pretending, or taking on a false persona you can 

attune to that deception. This ability to see beyond what other people are trying to portray means 

that you might align with people who look and act very different from you, since instead of 

connecting with their appearance you connect with their true essence. This is also a place where 

you can have Clairsentience or feel into the story of who people perceive themselves to be, or 

even the most exalted version of who they have the potential to be, and sometimes even their 

history. 

Another important part or intuition of the undefined is your ability to feel into the correct 

environment and even people for you. If a place doesn’t feel right then it means that you might 

have less opportunities to achieve success, or to even have a good experience in the place you 

are. Basically, if you feel uncomfortable in a place or even with people and you bypass your 

inner knowing, you may end up regretting your decision to ignore your intuition. How that plays 

out for you is unique to you, but most people will recall a time when their intuition said 

something that was ignored and later turned out to be true. 
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As we already talked about, the Head center is where intuitive downloads and inspiration can 

come but it’s also where we have the potential to read minds. There are only three gates in the 

Head center, so it is a less common definition to have. Only 30 percent of the population have a 

defined Head center, yet they can inspire the rest of the population. It also means that the 

remaining 70 percent of the population who are influenced by the 30 percent have the potential 

to connect with the thoughts of the 30 percent, which can look like reading the mind of someone 

with a defined Head center. 

Those with a Defined Ajna are more inclined to have fixed beliefs which can mean that you 

can connect with an organized spiritual belief where someone with an open Ajna might have 

more fluid expressions of their beliefs. 
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Part 2 

Types of Energy and How they Can Express Through Your Intuition 

It’s quite common to have a mix of different energies in your bodygraph but usually your path 

might lean toward a specific type of energy. All energies work together in your life and though 

we can pick out certain gates, channels, centers and even lines, it’s only when you see yourself in 

your entirety that you can really step into what works for you. To determine the energies that you 

might be more inclined toward, having a look at your full channels can give you some insight 

into how you operate.  

There are three different types of energy in Human Design, and each has its own unique way 

of expressing in your life. The first type is called Individual energy and is the most mutative. 

This is the type of energy that is here to bring change to the collective or to shake up the status 

quo. Individual energy is auditory in nature meaning that your intuition can come through 

sounds, music, or anything acoustic can be a trigger for you to receive a download or intuitive 

insight.  

Another theme connected to Individual energy is that it is something that comes and goes 

without a pattern, or you can have moments of clarity and knowing that happen spontaneously. 

Individual energy can be connected to Claircognizance, or an inner knowing that leaves you 

with a feeling that you know something to be true even if you don’t know how you know.  

 

Individual Gates: 12,22,39,55,28,38,34,10,20,57,14,2,1,8,43,23 61 and 24. This is Clairaudient 

and Claircognizance. Claircognizance allows you to know what is going on with someone else 

but since you don’t have a way to prove it people may challenge you to prove how you know 

what you know. 
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The second form of Human Design energy is Collective. Collective energy is broken into two 

categories, Logic and Abstract. The intuition of Collective energy is about looking back to the 

past, Abstract, or predicting the future based on patterns, Logic. Abstract energy can relate to 

past life regressions, the Akashic records and even collective karmic energy from previous 

generations, especially the Gate 47. Logic can be the most closely connected with knowing the 

future or the channels 16/48, 18/58, 17/62, 63/4, 31/7, 15/5, 9/52 but because this is unproven 

intuition self-doubt can be a theme. Logic is also called the Understanding Circuit. 

 

 

Logical Gates:63,4,17,62,31,7,15,5,18,58,16 and 48. 
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Abstract Gates: 64,47,11,56,33,13,35,36,46,29,42,53, 41 and 30. All these gates are part of the 

Sensing Circuit where you can have the ability to understand the past and even feel it as if it’s 

happening again. Or if it’s someone else’s memory you can feel or experience what they felt. The 

channels of the past are the 35/36, 64/47, 11/56, 13/33, 46/29, 42/53 and 41/30. This type of 

energy can be connected to Clairsentience, or intuitive feelings.  

Finally, Tribal energy intuition is the most connected with the mundane world and can be 

considered the same type of intuition that our ancestors used to survive much like the intuition of 

the Integration circuit or the Gates 10, 20, 34 and 57. Tribal intuition is connected to smell, or 

Clairsalience which is intuitive smell that can “smell a rat” if something is not correct or you 

might even have scents from the past that trigger you.  

Keep in mind that there can be overlapping of intuitive connections in all the Human Design 

energies so ultimately it all comes down to what feels right and aligns with you and how you 

receive your intuition.  

 

 

Tribal Gates: 21,45,37,40,26,44,19,49,32,54,59,6,50 and 27  

Tribal energy is the least prevalent in the bodygraph but is still very powerful because it 

connects heaven with earth or where we could say that the mundane meets the mystical. This is 

also energy that can connect with intuition through organized religions. In other words, you 

might commune with God, Angels or presences that have a connection to ancient spiritual 

beliefs. 

This can also be about intuitively knowing what to do to protect your loved ones and you may 

even have a clear sense about what people need to be okay. There is a lot of caring in this 

intuition so it’s easy to be wracked with pain when people in your tribe are suffering.  
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Part 3 

The Intuition of Gates and Channels 

We will be focusing on several different types of intuition, awareness and psychic potential in 

the Human Design bodygraph but of course this is not all encompassing. If you feel your 

intuition in a different way, then that’s perfectly fine. Your uniqueness is championed in Human 

Design, where the mantra is always be you. I will touch on many energies but covering every 

channel and gate in the bodygraph is beyond the scope of this booklet. 

Keep in mind that even if you don’t have a full channel or you have a hanging gate that you 

are always attracting the harmonic or the other half of the channel. So, you might experience the 

intuitive energy of a gate or even channel that you don’t have defined sometimes when you are 

with certain people. When you connect with someone else(electromagnetics) and one of your 

channels is activated this can be referred to as energetic intuition.  

Alternatively, when you connect with alternate realms this can be considered connecting with 

superconsciousness or superconsciousness intuition. As stated on Wikipedia superconsciousness 

is: 

The superconscious (also super-conscious or super conscious) is a proposed aspect of mind to 
accompany the conscious and subconscious and/or unconscious. It is able to acquire knowledge 
through non-physical or psychic mechanisms and pass that knowledge to the conscious mind.[1][2] It 
therefore transcends ordinary consciousness.[3] The term is also used to describe transcendental 
states of consciousness achieved through meditation and related practices, thus accessing the 
superconscious mind directly.[4] 

Knowledge acquired by the superconscious need not be from the present or nearby, it may be from 
the past or future, from a physically remote present, or of beings undetectable by the physical 
senses. Superconsciousness is therefore offered in order to provide an explanation for psychic 
phenomena such as precognition, remote vision and seances.[2] 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Superconscious 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mind
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Conscious
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Subconscious
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Unconscious_mind
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Psychic
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Superconscious#cite_note-Atkinson-1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Superconscious#cite_note-lyttelton-2
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Superconscious#cite_note-3
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Meditation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Superconscious#cite_note-4
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Precognition
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Remote_viewing
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Seance
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Superconscious#cite_note-lyttelton-2
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Superconscious
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The Head Center: There are only three gates in the Head center, and all relate to intuitive 

dreaming, Clairvoyance and connecting with alternate realms. The Gate 61 can be connected to 

occult knowledge or discovering hidden knowledge. It’s also where you might have the ability to 

see the spirit realm or ghosts.  

Ra Uru Hu, the founder of Human Design, had his Design Sun in the Gate 61.1 and said that 

because of that his path was destined to bring occult or hidden knowledge into the world, as he 

did with the Human Design system. This can be brand new information that shifts the world and 

is something that comes spontaneously and can be triggered by sounds or even music. This is 

energy that is about reaching to know the unknowable, the quantum physics of life and creation 

or even the spiritual mechanics of the universe.  

 

The Gate 63 is related to patterns and is half of the 63/4 and is 

about connecting to and predicting the future. This is where you 

can bring answers and solutions to problems. These solutions can 

be related to technical and mechanical or even the future based on 

patterns. Many people who are considered psychic have logical 

energy or energy that aids them in predicting the patterns of the future. Since the Gate 63 is the 

gate of doubt and suspicion it’s easy to discount your intuition as not being real.  

Even someone with a defined head and Ajna with no connection to the Throat center can have 

potential to channel spirit. 
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If you have a lot of definition or defined 

gates and channels as Sylvia Browne did 

it’s possible to have deep intuitive insights 

when you close your eyes. 

The Gate 64 is half of the 64/47 channel 

and can connect with the past especially 

past life energy or even ancestorial karma. 

This is also energy that can come in huge 

downloads that take time to figure out and 

find clarity. This is also where we can use 

past information to work through problems 

of today. It can be about connecting with 

ghosts or spirits or alternate realms. 

It’s also energy where people can 

channel entire books as James Redfield, 

author of “The Celestine Prophecy” did. The prediction here can be based on trends from the 

past. 

Theresa Caput o

Profile : 3/5

Type:  Projector

St rat egy: Wait  for the Invitat ion

Signat ure : Success

Not -Se lf  Them e: Bit terness

Inner Aut horit y: No Authority

Incarnat ion Cross: Right  Angle Cross of Rulership (45/26 | 22/47)

Born: Jun 10th 1966 12:00 in USA - New York, Hicksville

Sylvia  Brow ne

Profile : 6/3

Type:  Manifest ing Generator

St rat egy: To Respond

Signat ure : Sat isfact ion

Not -Se lf  Them e: Frust rat ion

Inner Aut horit y: Em ot ional Authority

Incarnat ion Cross: Left  Angle Cross of Lim itat ion (32/42 | 56/60)

Born: Oct  19th 1936 14:00 in USA - Kansas, kansas city
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All energy that connects the Head center to the Ajna can pull you into your thoughts so much 

that you might feel ungrounded and disconnected from the world around you. It’s important to 

recognize if this is a trend that you are experiencing and to get out and do something that 

physically requires you to “get out of your head” and back into the real world. Something as 

simple as playing tennis, basketball, or anything where you need to focus on something outside 

of you can be helpful. 

Unlike the 63/4 channel there is no linear time or logic that comes with your intuitive 

downloads. This is another place where you can be emotionally empathic. It can also be the 

energy for channeling. Ultimately, it’s important to have patience with your process and to 

understand that you probably need time to decipher your intuition.  

 

The Ajna Center:  

All Ajna to Throat center channels or even hanging gates that get connections through 

electromagnetics or planetary transits, can channel, or spontaneously talk about concepts that 

seem to come of their own volition.  

 

Ra Uru Hu had the 43/23 channel and said that it was this 

energy that enabled him to channel new and mutative 

concepts that eventually became the Human Design system. 

This is Individual energy that can see into the future, so many 

times your downloads take time for the rest of the world to 

catch up to. Yet, when they do catch up then that is when your 

innovative ideas can quite possibly change the world. There 

can also be potential for people with this energy or even half the channel, to discover new 

healing techniques, and to unravel the nature of divine order. While some people talk about a 

third eye, this is where you might have what’s considered a third ear. 

The logical channel 17/62 or even either gate 62 or 17 can be connected to finding intuitive 

solutions, discovering innovative technology as well as bringing new ideas or patterns into form. 

The Gate 17 is connected to the left eye.  
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The 11/56 channel has the potential to bring forth entities and downloads from other realms. 

The Gate 11.4 is deeply connected to teaching so there is a lot of potential for you to become a 

spiritual teacher who works with spirit regularly. The Gate 11 is connected to the right eye. 

 

 

The Throat Center: 

 

Only about 30 percent of the population has an undefined Throat center. As with all open centers 

when you have an undefined Throat center you take in energy and amplify it which means that if 

you have an undefined Throat center you can modify and change your voice dramatically.  

If we connect it with intuition in the bodygraph we can say that this is a place where you 

might have the potential to channel spirit. This can be especially true if you have an undefined 

Throat center and a hanging Gate 12. The Gate 12 is considered a metamorphic gate that is said 

to connect with alternate realms, especially the Angelic realm. There is also potential to channel 

spirit when you have the full 12/22 channel. The Gate 22 is connected to the left ear or an 

emotional ear.  
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The logical channel 16/48 connects to rhythm and patterns and because of that you might be 

perceived as someone who can be gifted in predicting events based on patterns. Some might say 

that this is where we find a gift for being 

technologically intuitive. 

The 7/31 channel brings the energy to understand 

and maybe even predict the direction of humanity. 

This can be about looking to the future where you 

can intuitively sense shifts in the collective 

consciousness of humanity. 

The 13/33 channel brings an ability to connect with 

secrets from the past and to bring important lessons 

from the past that are relevant for the present.  

The G/Identity Center 

 

 

The 29/46 channel or even hanging Gates 46 and 29 can give you intuitive insight to be in the 

right place at the right time. There is also intuitive insight into what is best to stick with and what 

is better to let go of. There is a deep connection with your physical body so aligning with the 

messages that your body is giving you can show you the correct path for you. A lot of people 

with the Gate 46 defined can be healers and yoga practitioners. If honed, you might even be able 

to sense body issues in others. This intuition and intuitive healing can be heightened when you 

have an undefined Spleen and the Gate 46 defined. 

The 34/10 channel is connected to intuitively connecting to the right behavior for every given 

situation or knowing how to survive in any situation you encounter. This intuition comes in 

relation to your environment when you recognize any danger that might be lurking around you. 
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Your intuition comes in the moment and can be related to even a sound that just seems off, and 

when you hear it, you change your behavior in anticipation.  

Additionally, you can draw in energy from a higher source and know what to say to someone 

to get someone moving in their life. This is also energy where your aura can pull people toward 

you like you are a vortex. 

The 10/20 channel can be about intuitively knowing just the right words to raise someone’s 

spirit or to bring them down. This is where you speak from the essence of your being. You can 

have intuition that is connected to the tone and the quality inherent in someone’s voice so you 

can read their energy. This is intuition that is based less on what others say and more about the 

cadence alone.  

 

 

 

The Will/Ego Center 

 

 

The 40/37 channel can be connected to intuition that is related to deals that are beneficial to 

you and those deals that are not. There can also be business intuition within this energy. With the 

26/44 channel you might have an affinity or even a connection to birds and you may even feel as 

if you receive messages from birds. This can also be where you intuitively know when people 

are not being honest, lovingly called a BS detector. The Gate 44 is connected to seeing patterns 

from the past repeat. 

The 45/21 channel can be connected to the intuitive direction of the tribe or community and 

the upgrades and education that can make your community stronger.  

The 25/51 channel is considered the channel of the priestess or shaman. This channel can 

bring a metaphorical death of the ego or the personal self, one that allows you to transcend the 

ego and move into the expression of your Higher Self in form. Often you can be awakened to the 
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love of spirit through shocking or lifechanging events. Alternatively, when you carry this energy, 

you can be shocking and wake people up to the spirit of the self.  

 

The Sacral 

 

 
 

The 9/52 channel can give you the ability to stay the course on your spiritual path. The 14/2 

channel brings a very mutative allocation of resources. This is energy that can connect to natural 

abundance and even inheritances. The intuition here is about what you can do to create 

resources. This might be where you have an internal guide for the right work and business. 

The 15/5 channel is intuition that connects you to nature, fairies, and animals. This is another 

place where you can have a deep alignment with animals. When you are in the flow of your life 

you are working with the 15/5 energy.  

The 34/57 channel is considered the most Clairaudient channel in the bodygraph. The Gate 

57 is considered the most intuitive gate of the whole bodygraph. The Gate 34 is raw power 

meaning that the intuition in this channel is very powerful. There is a theory that if you are living 

to your type or using your strategy and authority to guide your life you can have the potential to 

live to be 125 years old. Whether that’s true or not it’s still an interesting concept to ponder. This 

is also a channel where you might need to actively discern the difference between your inner 

dialogue and your intuition. This is also energy where you can hear a lie in someone’s voice. The 

Gate 57 is connected to the right ear and might be considered acoustic intuition and can be 

related to seeing the future.  
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The 50/27 channel is part of the Defense circuit so brings with it the ability and intuition to care 

for and protect your loved ones, especially your children. This energy can also give you the 

insight and intuition to know if something is happening with a loved one, even if they are at a 

distance. This can be the transmission of values that keep someone strong and on their spiritual 

journey. The Gate 50 can intuitively smell something that is corrupt, or spoiled. 

 

The Spleen 

 

 

 

The 18/58 channel can be about bringing people closer to the joy in life. The intuition here is 

about helping see and eliminate patterns that are preventing people from their joy. This is energy 

that can be connected to being an intuitive life coach since it’s energy for guiding and directing 

someone toward what will make them happy. It’s also about intuitively seeing what is fixable, 

what needs to be corrected and what is beyond repair. 

The Gate 32 is connected to smelling if something is profitable from a business perspective 

and the changes that are needed to maintain continuity, expansion and success in business. 
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The 28/38 channel is connected to Claircognizance and intuition about what is worth fighting 

for and what is better left alone. This can also be related to the meaning of life, connecting with 

the spirit realm, and sometimes having near-death experiences.  

 

The Solar Plexus 

 

    

The 59/6 is the channel of the spiritual warrior. This can be penetrating intuition to know what 

needs to be defended and protected. It can be intuition about the steps that you need to take to be 

safe.  

The 39/55 channel that is connected to the 2027 shift and mutation. This is energy where you 

can have a deep connection with surrendering to life since that is the pathway to spiritual 

abundance. Faith may be required with this energy, but it might also be difficult to let the 

Universe show you the way forward because trust or lack of trust can be a theme. When you 

allow spirit to point the way then magic can happen.  

This can be deeply transformative energy that leads you to a deeper awareness and 

understanding of the true nature of abundance. It’s energy that can start with getting poked out of 

your sleep, in a way that makes you uncomfortable because it requires you to surrender to life. 

When you carry this energy, you can provoke others and even serve as a teacher. The challenge 

is to take leaps of faith and to know that you are fully supported. 
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The Root Center 

 

The 53/42 channel means that you can intuitively know when something with begin (Gate 53) 

and when something will grow or even when it will end (Gate 42). This is related to knowing 

when a cycle will begin and end. 

The 60/3 channel is being mutated by Pluto in the Gate 60 right now. Only as the years go by 

will we truly know what Pluto has transformed. This is also a channel that is said to be connected 

to the genetic mutation of children who will bring forth a feeling or emotional based awareness 

instead of a fear-based awareness that we have currently. When you carry this energy, you might 

intuitively be drawn to working with and helping the children that will be born after 2027. 

The 41/30 channel can be intuitively connecting with the natural world, fairy realms, crystals 

and knowing what dreams to hold onto, and which ones are better left alone. It is also where you 

can have the gift of automatic writing or psychography. 

The 19/49 channel and especially the Gate 19 can give you an ability to intuitively connect 

with animals. The Gate 19 can be sensitive and empathic where you feel into the energy of others 

to the point where you might take on the energy of someone else and get lost in their frequency. 

Centering and grounding yourself can help you connect with the energy of others when you want 

to, but also to disconnect and honor and value your energy as much as you do for others. 

 

The Gate 54.4 is a special line where you might have a deep connection and ability to access 

the theoretical Akashic records. The Gate 54.4 is the most mystical line in the whole Rave I 

‘Ching that talks about waiting for superior forces or spiritual forces to show up to help you. The 

Gate 54 says that by living in the material world, dealing with the everyday stress and pressure of 

life, true spiritual enlightenment and awareness has the most potential to show up in your life.  

It also speaks about moments of déjà vu, coincidence, and magical synchronicities that we 

many times brush off as not being important and not worth sharing with others. These moments 

are times when the Universe is speaking to you, letting you know that you are supported. This 
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energy reminds you that there is diversity, change and shifts in your frequency and in the flow 

and that if you are open, you may have access to unique experiences and magical moments 

because mystical energy is built within you. Ultimately, it’s in the moments of letting go that true 

magic has a chance to bloom. At just the right time the Universe can give you a sign that says 

that even if you can’t see it yet, the Universe is behind the scenes working hard on transforming 

your life in some great or small way. 
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